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stench in and around our camp was appalling, but our men
were ever on the lookout to weed out the putrefying morsels
from the stuff that was curing according to plan, and by the
end of our sojourn there was a goodly mass of healthy-
looking, well-dried strips of raw meat to be distributed among
the two companies, into which we formed ourselves for our
two different destinations. This raw dried meat presumably
resembles biltong, which I have never seen or tasted, and the
process is familiar enough to the hunters of Oryx and
gazelles in the desert.
A pair of ravens took up their residence on the dunes of
Naifa during our stay and hovered about the camp fondly
eyeing the rich stores at our disposal, but without daring to
approach near enough to do any thieving. They had good
enough reason for their wariness for one of the birds had
lost a leg to a bullet from Zayid's rifle on our previous visit
to this locality. It seemed to be unaffected by its loss of a
limb except that it was apparently unable to hop about like
its companion. The only other tenant of the place besides our-
selves was a Wheatear which during these days was a regular
and persistent visitor to the well, whose water it presumably
did not disdain. Its cheerful cheeping was a pleasant sound
in my ears, especially in the peaceful silence of the early
mornings. Our hunters prospected the desert in vain for
hares though the two herdsmen reported having captured a
brace while grazing the camels beyond cAin Sala.
Having disposed of the main preoccupations of the morn-
ing, including our first good meal, I decided to follow the
example of my companions by having a bathe. Our dinner
tray now served for a bath and Zaid, drawing up the water
from the ten-feet depth of the well in the leather bucket,
poured it over me time and again till I was satisfied. The
water was pleasantly warm from the well—we generally left
the luke-warm stuff to cool in the skins before drinking—and
I thoroughly enjoyed the first proper bathe I had had since
leaving the Hasa. I had moreover not indulged in a change
of clothing all these weeks, wearing the same things nighi
and day, till it now began to dawn on me from certain un-
mistakable and irritating indications that my body

